
Abadi Al-Obaidi - CV

Recent Artistic Projects
- Wild Ice (work in progress) - circus on ice work for film
- Free Submission (work in progress, residency in 2021 at La TOHU, Montreal) - duo

dance/aerial straps
- New Humans (2020) - duo dance/aerial straps, filmed for social media
- Thinking Twice (2020) - cinematography for music video

Extended Engagements

● Ice Freestyler (2016-present)
Choreographer, performer, judge, and coach. Competed in freestyle ice skating battles
across Europe, winning 1st place at Belgium Phoenix, German Cup, Budapest Gathering,
Poland Freestyle solo, and 2nd place at Paris Ice Dance Festival.

● Media Creator (2016-present)
Creates video content for large viewership online, including comedic skits involving tricks
and musical montages. Tiktok audience: 666K followers, Instagram: 66K.

● Cirque du Soleil’s AXEL (July 2019-June 2020)
Participated in the creation of this circus ice show in summer 2019, then toured and
performed across North America until March 2020. Was engaged for freestyle ice tricks,
learned choreography including wushu stick manipulation, and makeup arts.

● German television show RTL Alles Was Zahlt (2018-2019)
Worked on a daily series television show as Trainer / Choreographer / Stunt double.

● Bonn on Ice (October-January 2018)
Live performance at Christmas market. From October to January 2018.

● Martial artist (2011-2012)
As a practitioner of Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, wore a blue belt and won Gold Medal at the World
Professional Jiu-Jitsu, among many other championships.

Education
Mechanical Engineering Foundation Year (2016-2018) - Rheinisches Studienkolleg, Bonn,
Germany
German Language (C1.1, 2014-2016) - Bildungswerk Institute, Bonn, Germany
Certificate of Secondary Education (Academic Science, 2011-2014) - Ali Bin Abi Taleb, Al Ain,
United Arab Emirates

Community work
- Has supported the activities of Le Monastère and other circus groups and artists by

offering video production assistance, training, and sharing resources during the pandemic,
which shut down the circus industry.

- Freestyle skating - in Germany, founded the community of creatives and pushed the art
form further by adapting hockey skate blades to have toe picks like figure skaters.


